
ADHD: THE REVOLUTION

ADHD is PRETTY MUCH THIS

THE ZINE



Executive Fuck-tioning

And 

Emotional DYS-regulation

Lets start with Executive FUCK-tioning 

Typical functioning in typical people is 
sorted this way

Task brain vs. Default mode

Task brain: Organizes the logical steps for 
making a logical sandwich

Default Brain: Imagines how good a 
sandwich can be and the amazing places a 

sandwich can be enjoyed



SANDWICHES 
FOREVER

Executive FUCK-tioning:

The ADHD brain constantly has the 

Task Brain going WITH the default 
brain.

——- its not just sandwiches.

This means you analyze small things 
equally to big things.

Everything feels like a priority
Everything feels IMPORTANT.



Emotional DYS-Regulation

Intense emotions are the 

EPICENTER 

of ADHD

When everything feels like a priority.

Feelings become hard to name.

Those feelings are either neutral or at a 
ten.

Not really in between.
EVER.

THIS SEEMS ABOUT RIGHT.

*the emotional roller coaster



SO SUDDENLY THAT SANDWICH.

Becomes a roller coaster of feelings.

Here is one thing we can do:

Simplify eating for one.

It is more important to EAT than to EAT elaborately.

Put something in your body.

If it is a work task

It is more important to WORK than to WORK 
PERFECTLY.

So start a timer and do a task.

LASTLY:

GIVE YOURSELF BREAKS.

NEVER WORK OVER AN HOUR.

And TELL people around you—or text your Mom

WHATEVER.

Tell someone your intention.

It goes like this.



Me: HEY DESIREE’.

Des: DON’T INTERUPT ME

Me: I AM GOING TO MAKE SOME SANDWICHES.

Des: OK.

That is all. They don’t need to text back. They don’t need to 
follow up.
You don’t need to follow up.

The fact that you said it out loud to A PERSON and didn’t 
sit alone with the tasksand the default mode brain.

Makes you 98% more likely to do the thing—
You
Need
To
Do.


